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The Client

The Goal

Summary

Highlights

Highly engaging application 
with seamless experience

Real-time insights on various
financial products and services

Reduced page load time, 
better performance and 
scalability

Enable users to find and compare the best interest rates prevailing 
in the market
Allow users to make potential investment decisions
Easy to use application that provides high-end deals instantly
Enable white-label creation from third-party companies

Developed a highly functional application using React for frontend 
and Node.js for backend
Implemented ElasticSearch to improve search performance and 
decrease page load time

Key Features

Technical Excellence

RateCity is a leading finance research company that compares the 
wide range of financial products and services. Based out of Australia, 
the company provides data-driven results to its users from multiple 
financial products in the market. The company covers over 13,000 
products from 250+ institutions under different categories such as 
home loan, credit card, car loan, term deposits, etc. RateCity also 
publishes weekly economic updates that cover superannuation news, 
features and investment related tips, tools, and resources.

RateCity was facing performance and scalability issues with their 
existing application which was built using Ruby on Rails framework. 
They engaged TO THE NEW to rebuild the application using Node.js and 
React for a superior performance with real-time data driven insights.

TO THE NEW revamped the existing application of RateCity and built an advanced and highly scalable application 
to provide real-time data driven insights from various financial products and services.

RateCity
Rebuilt a scalable and intuitive application using cutting-edge 

technologies for improved performance and engagement

#Node.js #MEAN

https://www.linkedin.com/company/tothenew
https://twitter.com/TOTHENEW
https://www.facebook.com/tothenewdigital/
https://plus.google.com/+Tothenew
https://www.youtube.com/c/tothenew
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Used Webpack to create multiple bundles of the codebase that can be asynchronously loaded at runtime to 
reduce initial loading time
Followed Agile development model to facilitate shortest turnaround time
Used Slack for internal real-time messaging and communication to get regular updates on the development
Implemented Keystone.js to enable white labeling of the content

Other
Technologies

Technology Stack

Backend

Data Handling
and Search

Frontend

Project
Management Tool

CMS

Know more about our MEAN stack offerings
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